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ABSTRACT
Background Tumors can influence peripheral immune
macroenvironment, thereby creating opportunities for
non-invasive serum/plasma immunobiomarkers for
immunostratification and immunotherapy designing.
However, current approaches for immunobiomarkers’
detection are largely quantitative, which is unreliable
for assessing functional peripheral immunodynamics
of patients with cancer. Hence, we aimed to design a
functional biomarker modality for capturing peripheral
immune signaling in patients with cancer for reliable
immunostratification.
Methods We used a data-driven in silico framework,
integrating existing tumor/blood bulk-RNAseq or single-
cell (sc)RNAseq datasets of patients with cancer, to inform
the design of an innovative serum-screening modality,
that is, serum-functional immunodynamic status (sFIS)
assay. Next, we pursued proof-of-concept analyses via
multiparametric serum profiling of patients with ovarian
cancer (OV) with sFIS assay combined with Luminex
(cytokines/soluble immune checkpoints), CA125-antigen
detection, and whole-blood immune cell counts. Here, sFIS
assay’s ability to determine survival benefit or malignancy
risk was validated in a discovery (n=32) and/or validation
(n=699) patient cohorts. Lastly, we used an orthotopic
murine metastatic OV model, with anti-OV therapy
selection via in silico drug–target screening and murine
serum screening via sFIS assay, to assess suitable in vivo
immunotherapy options.
Results In silico data-driven framework predicted that
peripheral immunodynamics of patients with cancer might
be best captured via analyzing myeloid nuclear factor
kappa-light-chain enhancer of activated B cells (NFκB)
signaling and interferon-stimulated genes' (ISG) responses.
This helped in conceptualization of an ‘in sitro’ (in vitro +in
situ) sFIS assay, where human myeloid cells were exposed
to patients’ serum in vitro, to assess serum-induced (si)-
NFκB or interferon (IFN)/ISG responses (as active signaling
reporter activity) within them, thereby ‘mimicking’
patients’ in situ immunodynamic status. Multiparametric
serum profiling of patients with OV established that

sFIS assay can: decode peripheral immunology (by
indicating higher enrichment of si-NFκB over si-IFN/
ISG responses), estimate survival trends (si-NFκB or si-
IFN/ISG responses associating with negative or positive
prognosis, respectively), and coestimate malignancy risk
(relative to benign/borderline ovarian lesions). Biologically,
we documented dominance of pro-tumorigenic, myeloid
si-N
 FκB responseHIGHsi-IFN/ISG responseLOW inflammation
in periphery of patients with OV. Finally, in an orthotopic
murine metastatic OV model, sFIS assay predicted the
higher capacity of chemo-immunotherapy (paclitaxel–
carboplatin plus anti-TNF antibody combination) in
achieving a pro-immunogenic peripheral milieu (si-IFN/ISG
responseHIGHsi-NFκB responseLOW), which aligned with high
antitumor efficacy.
Conclusions We established sFIS assay as a novel
biomarker resource for serum screening in patients with
OV to evaluate peripheral immunodynamics, patient
survival trends and malignancy risk, and to design
preclinical chemo-immunotherapy strategies.

BACKGROUND
Tumor-
level proteogenomic or cellular
immunobiomarkers have been crucial for
the recent progress in immuno-oncology.1–3
However, such biomarkers are not necessarily
robust at capturing the nature of systemic
immune macroenvironment.4 5 This is essential because cancer is capable of restructuring
the composition and functions of both local
(tumor) as well as global (e.g., peripheral)
immune processes that ultimately influence
immunotherapy outcomes.5–7 Thus, characterization of novel non-invasive biomarkers
detectable in patient periphery (serum,
plasma, or blood) is highly important.8–10
Recently, several peripheral biomarkers like
specific cytokines or chemokines, and/or
immune cell-
subsets have been assessed in
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patient immunostratification, and coestimate malignancy
risks. Finally, through preclinical experiments, we also
demonstrate that the sFIS assay can help design novel
chemo-
immunotherapy regime. For complete details
on our study design and workflow, please refer to online
supplemental figure S1.

METHODS
Patient description and clinical analyses
Patients diagnosed with an ovarian mass were enrolled
in two prospective studies (OV-IMM-2014 and TRANS-
IOTA) and in an umbrella trial between June 2014 and
June 2019. For this study, sera from OV-
IMM-
2014/
umbrella trial were part of the ‘discovery cohort’,
whereas sera from TRANS-IOTA were part of the ‘validation cohort’. OV-
IMM-
2014/umbrella patients were
enrolled exclusively at University Hospitals (UZ) Leuven
(Belgium). TRANS-
IOTA was a European consortium
study recruiting in Rome (Italy: Fondazione Policlinico
Universitario Agostino Gemelli, Istituto di Ricovero e Cura
a Carattere Scientifico), Prague (Czech Republic: Charles
University), Genk (Belgium: Ziekenhuis Oost-Limburg),
London (UK: Queen Charlotte’s and Chelsea Hospital,
Imperial College), Milan (Italy: National Cancer Institute
of Milan) and UZ Leuven (Belgium). OV-
IMM-
2014/
umbrella recruited only patients with primary invasive
OV (see online supplemental table 1 for patient details),
whereas TRANS-
IOTA recruited patients with ovarian
masses at diagnosis (see online supplemental table 2 for
patient details). All patients underwent surgery. Based on
subsequent histopathological examination, patients were
categorized as having a benign cyst, a borderline tumor, an
invasive OV, or a metastatic tumor to the ovary. Exclusion
criteria for all studies included women with active therapy
for non-OV at the point of inclusion, presence of immune
disease, treatment with immunomodulators, pregnancy,
age <18 years, surgery of the suspected mass elsewhere
before inclusion, and infectious serology (e.g., HIV and
hepatitis B/C). Serum was obtained from all patients, as
described previously.19 20 Analyses for serum-
associated
carbohydrate antigen 125 (CA125) and white blood cell
counts (absolute counts for lymphocytes, monocytes,
neutrophils, and platelets) were part of standard clinical
analyses, and these data were retrieved from the hospital-
level patient files. Of note, in some cases due to practical
(e.g., unavailability of data in the central hospital database) or technical (e.g., not enough sample volumes for
profiling or mismatched sampling timepoints) reasons,
certain CA125 or white blood cell counts were not available for every sample.
Standardization of sFIS assay
THP1 dual cells (Invivogen) featuring the secreted
luciferase reporter gene, under the control of an ISG54
minimal promoter in conjunction with five IFN-stimulated
response elements (ISREs, under zeocin antibiotic selection), and secreted embryonic alkaline phosphatase
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immuno-oncology.11 12 But this progress is still limited, as
several of these biomarkers are either unreliable and/or
their contextual functionalities are insufficiently known.
For example, most cytokines/chemokines are not independent prognostic biomarkers and tend to be unreliable
for rapid screening.13 14 Although several multiplex techniques are available for high-density cytokine or chemokine screening, these advancements have not entirely
overcome above immunological and clinical limitations.15
Multiplexed serum biomarker assays have a largely
quantitative approach, which creates a hurdle in estimating the patient serum’s immunome (i.e., a sum of
all immunological functions), since such immunome
mapping requires both quantitative and qualitative (functional) assessments. However, the quantity of a particular
cytokine is not linearly associated with its biological functions.16 Moreover, patient serum tends to be a complex
mixture of immunostimulatory, immunosuppressive
and homeostatic cytokines/factors.17 Thus, factors with
contradictory or complementary immune functions may
simultaneously coexist in the serum. Accordingly, multiparametric detection of all these factors frequently ends
up creating a problematic situation for serum immunome mapping, that is, detection of contradictory (functional or prognostic) trends for cytokines/factors, which
eliminates concise immunological interpretations. While
efforts are being made to overcome these limitations via
application of advanced bioinformatics, such approaches
tend to fail in predicting dynamic signaling-trajectories
that distinguish cytokine responses.18
Currently in the field of immune biomarkers, reliable analysis of functional immunodynamics of patients’
serum is a poorly studied topic. Considering the high
patient-
to-
patient immune variations, immunodynamic
biomarkers are prerequisite for reliable immunostratification and precision immunotherapy.15 To address this
critical challenge, we conceptualized an innovative immunodynamic biomarker assay whose design was guided by
a patient data-driven framework. The overall objective of
this in silico framework was to use advanced computational
immunology to create tangible hypotheses in terms of
best immune-signaling pathway(s), type of immune cell,
and suitable cancer type to prioritize, for the designing
and the validation of the assay. This in silico framework
revealed that the top two inflammatory pathways most
likely to be induced by the serum of patients with cancer
were myeloid nuclear factor kappa-light-chain enhancer of
activated B cells (NFκB) or myeloid interferon-stimulated
response element (ISRE) signaling (involving activation
of interferon-
stimulated genes (ISGs)). Based on this,
we strategized a ‘first-in-class’ serum-functional immunodynamic status (sFIS) assay, wherein in vitro assessment
of serum-induced (si)-NFκB and si-interferon (IFN) or
ISG responses in human myeloid cells was supposed to
‘mimic' in situ peripheral immune-status of the patients.
Herein, we report sFIS assay’s efficient use in patients
with ovarian cancer (OV) to decode complex peripheral immunodynamics, estimate survival trends, perform
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Human serum screening via sFIS assay
For human serum analysis, THP1 dual cells (Invivogen)
were seeded in a 96-well plate at a density of 30 000 cells/
well in 100 µL media. After 24 h, THP1 cells were treated
with 100 µL of normal human serum (pooled from several
Aldrich) as baseline
normal human individuals, Sigma-
for our assay, or with patient serum for 24 h. As a positive
control, THP1 cells were treated with 1000 ng/mL LPS.
Luciferase (bioluminescence) or SEAP (colorimetric)
activity in the media was assessed as described previously.

serum-screening functional assay (online supplemental
figure S1), we needed to focus on immune pathways
dominantly engaged by majority of cytokines/immune
factors in oncological context. To enable such consolidation exercise in an unbiased manner, we pursued a two-
step bioinformatic process. In step 1, we delineated the
most frequently screened peripheral (oncological) immunobiomarkers using an automated MELODI literature-
mining algorithm that extracts potential gene/protein
identities between any two (prespecified) biomedical
concepts.24 Herein, MELODI was executed to identify the
most frequently occurring genes/proteins extracted from
PubMed literature (1950–2017) simultaneously relevant
for two concepts, that is, ‘serum of patients with cancer’
and ‘immunological factors’ (defined using precise
string of keywords; see online supplemental methods
for details). This exercise identified 54 immunological, inflammatory, and/or haematopoietic factors most
frequently assessed as peripheral oncological biomarkers
(online supplemental figure S2A). In step 2, we used
these 54 major peripheral immunobiomarkers to identify the dominant downstream immune pathways and
associated transcriptional programs. A computational
analysis enriching for transcription factor (TF) targets via
top three REACTOME biological pathways linked to the
aforementioned 54 immunobiomarkers (co-
delineated
along with top hallmark gene sets to provide context)
found that inflammation or effector immunity operating
via either an NFκB response (NFκB/REL) or an IFN/
ISG response (ISRE-binding TFs, IRF and IRF1/8) were
the most dominantly enriched downstream pathways/
TF classes (online supplemental figure S2B). Thus, the
major oncological peripheral immunobiomarkers dominantly engaged the NFκB or IFN/ISG responses.

Tumor and peripheral immune cells co-enrich differential
NFκB or ISG response patterns
Tumors can, directly or indirectly, influence the differential enrichment of some peripheral cytokines.5 25 Hence,
we interrogated: (1) does a co-enrichment exist for NFκB
or ISG responses in immune cells across both tumor and
SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS
periphery; and (2) which immune cells typically capture
Please refer to the online supplemental methods docuthis co-enrichment (especially in periphery)? The former
ment for details on computational/bioinformatic analwas vital to prove the suitability of a data-driven frameyses, Luminex sera-analyses, OV mouse model, murine
work reliant on the multiomics tumor datasets of patients
therapeutic treatment procedures, murine serum- with cancer, while the latter was central to delineate most
screening via sFIS assay and statistical analyses and data
suitable immune cell type. Both steps were necessary to
visualization.
reveal our assay’s target cancer type(s) and immune cell
type.
To enable multiomics analyses, we used a validated
RESULTS
genetic NFκB signaling signature26 and created a
Major peripheral immunobiomarkers in oncology
consensus genetic ISG response signature. The ISG
predominantly engage NFκB or IFN/ISG responses
response signature was a consensus between three valiCytokines induce an array of different downstream
dated genetic signatures induced downstream of IFN-α,27
immune pathways, for example, NFκB response,
IFNβ28 or IFNγ.29 We prioritized a consensus signature
induced ISG response, AP1 signaling, SMAD
IFN-
because a computational analysis (driven by the Intersignaling, TRADD/FADD signaling, FOXO signaling
ferome database of curated experimental datasets30)
21–23
or p38/ERK signaling.
However, to design a precise
investigating the overlaps of downstream genes/ISGs
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(SEAP) reporter gene, driven by an IFN-β minimal
promoter fused to five copies of the NFκB consensus transcriptional response element and three copies of the c-Rel
binding site (under blasticidin-antibiotic selection), were
used. These cells were cultured at 37°C under 5% CO2 in
RPMI-1640 containing 2 mM L-glutamine, 25 mM 4-(2-
hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES),
100 units/mL penicillin, 100 µg/L streptomycin, 100
µg/mL normocin and 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine
serum (FBS). For selection of dual reporter expressing
cells, the cells were cultured with 10 µg/mL blasticidin
and 100 µg/mL zeocin after two passages, after thawing.
For standardization and validation exercises, these THP1
cells were incubated for 48 h with lipopolysaccharide
(LPS), 5′ppp-dsRNA, 2,3-cGAMP, IFN-α2b (Invivogen) or
TNF, Trail, IFNβ/γ, interleukin (IL)-1β, IL-6, IL-10, IL-18
(Peprotech) or recombinant versions of programmed
cell death protein 1 (PD-1), PDL-1 and T-cell immunoglobulin and mucin domain 3 (TIM3) (Biolegend).
Luciferase activity was checked in media by adding 50 µL
of Quanti-Luc (Invivogen) to 100 µL of (separately recovered) THP1 media. Bioluminescence was examined for
100 ms immediately after Quanti-Luc addition by microplate reader (Biotek). SEAP activity was checked in media
by adding 100 µL of Quanti-Blue (Invivogen) to 100 µL
of (separately recovered) THP1 media. Absorbance was
examined at an optical density of 655 nm, 4–8 h after
Quanti-Blue addition by microplate reader (Biotek).
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Tumoral immunodynamics of NFκB or ISG responses predict
survival of patients with cancer
Based on the aforementioned observations, we used
The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) tumor datasets for
creating a data-
driven framework (essential for our
assay’s designing) driven by the qualitative and prognostic behavior of NFκB/ISG response patterns. Herein,
we selected 12 TCGA datasets (spanning >5000 patients
with cancer; see online supplemental methods for selection strategy) with diverse solid tumors typically showing
either immunotherapy responsiveness (i.e., lung cancer
(LUAD/LUSC), head and neck cancer (HNSC), bladder
cancer, renal cell cancer, and liver cancer (LIHC)), or
immunotherapy resistance (OV, endometrial cancer,
sarcoma, breast cancer, pancreatic cancer, and cervical
cancer (CESC)).33 34 Interestingly, nearly half of the 54
major oncological (peripheral) immunobiomarkers
were not sufficiently expressed in these 12 tumor types
(online supplemental figure S5A). Moreover, the 25
highly expressed immunobiomarkers did not create
4

distinct clusters that could clearly differentiate immunotherapy responsive from non-responsive cancer types
(online supplemental figure S5A). Also, these immunobiomarkers exhibited a variable cancer type-dependent
prognostic impact on overall survival (OS) (online
supplemental figure S5B).
Next, we attempted to understand whether the more
simplified ‘dynamics’ of the binary NFκB/ISG responses
may better summarize a general inflammatory status than
the aforementioned heterogenous patterns. To address
this, we first derived the median expression and median
hazard ratios (HRs) for each of the 25 highly expressed
immunobiomarkers across all 12 cancer types and
applied dimensionality reduction (i.e., Principal component analysis or PCA) (online supplemental figure S5 and
figure 1C). This consolidated two distinct clusters, that
is, a cluster of immunobiomarkers with negative prognostic impact and those with positive prognostic impact
(figure 1C). Next, we annotated the aforementioned
genes as either NFκB target genes (NTGs)35 36 or ISGs
based on available literature.30 This revealed that the negative prognostic cluster was associated with a disbalance in
these modalities, favoring NFκB signaling (NTGs>ISGs);
whereas positive prognostic cluster had a relatively better
balance (NTGs≈ISGs) (figure 1C). Thus, a disbalance
in tumoral immunodynamic signaling that favors NFκB
responses predicted shortened patient survival, whereas
more balanced signaling between ISG/NFκB responses
predicted prolonged patient survival.
Ovarian tumor-linked myeloid milieu enriches for disbalanced
NFκB/ISG responses
Next, we estimated the prognostic impact of tumoral
NFκB/ISG response signatures on patient OS in the
aforementioned 12 TCGA cancer types to delineate which
cancer types might best capture the contrasting interplay between NFκB (negative prognostic) and IFN/ISG
(positive prognostic) responses (figure 1D,E). Herein,
predominantly CESC or OV exhibited (statistically significant) contradictory prognostic impacts for NFκB and ISG
response signatures (figure 1D,E). Similar trends were
also observed for LIHC/HNSC. Herein for further investigation, we selected OV since it is associated with several
clinically relevant diagnostic and prognostic peripheral
biomarkers like CA125, HE4, or Ova1/Overa.37
Next, we explored whether the differential NFκB/
ISG response patterns observed in the aforementioned
scRNAseq analyses were also applicable to OV, to ensure
consistency in our data-driven framework. Henceforth,
we pursued analyses of an existing scRNAseq dataset of
a patient with OV (see online supplemental methods
for selection strategy). Within OV tumor-derived cancer,
immune and stromal cells (figure 1F),38 analyses for
NFκB (figure 1G) or ISG (figure 1H) response signatures showed that myeloid cells indeed enriched for
higher NFκB response signature than the ISG response
signature, with the NFκB response signature being more
highly enriched in myeloid cells than other immune cells
Sprooten J, et al. J Immunother Cancer 2021;9:e003609. doi:10.1136/jitc-2021-003609
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regulated by all three IFN cytokine-types (I, II or III)
showed that there was a considerably high sharing of ISGs
induced downstream of all three IFN cytokine types, such
that ≥85% ISGs (irrespective of which signature was used)
were either overlapping between all three IFN cytokine
types or between type I/II IFNs (online supplemental
figure S3). Thus, to avoid unnecessary redundancy,31 we
used a consensus ISG response signature.
Next, to assess the systemic inflammatory circuit on
the level of NFκB or IFN/ISG responses, we analyzed an
existing scRNAseq map that profiled tumor-infiltrating
and (matched) blood-derived immune cells (procured
from patients with renal cell or large cell neuroendocrine
carcinoma),32 with the aforementioned NFκB or ISG
response signatures (figure 1A,B). Across both blood and
tumor immune cells, NFκB response signature was more
strongly enriched than ISG response signature, such that
myeloid cells particularly co-enriched these contrasting
patterns in both tumors and blood (figure 1A,B and online
supplemental figure S4A,B). Overall, NFκB response
signature had the highest enrichment in blood myeloid
cells (online supplemental figure S4A), while in tumors,
only B cells, CD4+ T cells and Tregs had higher NFκB
response signature than myeloid cells (online supplemental figure S4B). IFN/ISG response signature was
relatively better enriched in T cells (online supplemental
figure S4A,B). Nevertheless, for myeloid cells, it is necessary to consider that NFκB (subset 3) and ISG (subset 4)
response signatures were enriched in different subsets of
blood myeloid cells (figure 1A,B) such that both in blood
(online supplemental figure S4C) or tumor (online
supplemental figure S4D) myeloid cells, there was negative/null correlation between NFκB and ISG response
signature enrichment. Overall, this implied a differential
co-enrichment of NFκB and IFN/ISG response circuits
between the tumor and the periphery, particularly represented by myeloid cells in both compartments.
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Figure 1 Interrogation of the tumour derived bulk-RNAseq or tumour/blood single-cell (sc)-RNAseq data of patients with
cancer. (A,B) The t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (tSNE) visualizations of indicated immune cell types, from
scRNAseq data from patients with renal cell and large cell neuroendocrine carcinoma (n=4 patients in total) (derived from
GSE139555) isolated from tumor tissue (A) or peripheral blood (B). These immune cells were further colored for NFκB and IFN/
ISG response gene-signature levels. Herein, the arrows highlight main immune populations with overlaps between tumor and
blood for these signatures, and the circles indicate different myeloid cell subsets. (C) PCA analyses of median expression for
each gene across cancer types (from online supplemental figure S5A) and median HR values (from online supplemental figure
S5B). Venn diagram represents the portion of NFκB and ISGs in each cluster. (D,E) Visualization of the hazard ratio (HR) ±95%
confidence interval (CI) for the impact of expression of NFκB signaling gene signature (D) or ISG signaling gene signature (E),
for the indicated TCGA cancer datasets wherein the signature expression cut-off for binary (high vs low expression) patient
stratification was based on best-performing threshold principle for OS of indicated TCGA patients with cancer (LIHC, n=371;
PAAD, n=177; LUSC, n=501; LUAD, n=513; HNSC, n=500; CESC, n=304; BLCA, n=405; UCEC, n=543; OV, n=374; SARC,
n=259; BRCA; n=1090; KIRC; n=530) (Mantel-Cox test, *p<0.05). (F–H) tSNE visualizations of indicated immune cell-types,
from scRNAseq data from patients with OV (n=5 patients) (derived from GSE146026) isolated from tumor tissue. These immune
cells were furthered colored for NFκB (G) and ISG signature expression levels (H). BLCA, bladder cancer; CESC, cervical
cancer; HNSC, head and neck cancer; IFN, interferon; ISG, interferon-stimulated gene; KIRC, renal cell cancer; LIHC, liver
cancer; LUSC, lung cancer; LUAD, lung adenocarcinoma; NFκB, nuclear factor kappa-light-chain enhancer of activated B cells;
OS, overall survival; OV, ovarian cancer; PAAD, pancreatic cancer; SARC, sarcoma; BRCA, breast cancer;TCGA, The Cancer
Genome Atlas; UCEC, endometrial cancer.

Open access
should secrete extracellular SEAP/LUCIA that, in presence of proper substrates, create colorimetric (SEAP) or
bioluminescent (LUCIA) readouts (figure 2A).
Accordingly, THP1 reporter cells exposed to pattern-
recognition receptor agonists like LPS (a TLR4 agonist),
5′ppp-dsRNA bound to a transfection reagent LysoVec (a
RIG-I agonist), or 2′3′-cGAMP (a STING agonist) differentially stimulated the NFκB (figure 2B) and/or IFN/ISG
(figure 2C) responses. Similarly, treatment with diverse
human recombinant cytokines induced either NFκB
response (like TNF or IL1β) (figure 2D) or IFN/ISG
response (like IFN-β, IFN-α, or IFN-γ) (figure 2E). One
of the emerging categories of serum immunobiomarkers
in immuno-oncology is the soluble immune-checkpoint
(e.g., TIM3 or PD-1/PD-L1).39 Hence, we exposed these
reporter cells to human recombinant PD-
1, TIM3, or
PD-L1 proteins and observed that whereas they were in
general incapable of substantially inducing either of the
signaling programs, yet recombinant TIM3/PD-1 induced
threshold levels of NFκB response (figure 2F,G). Thus, we
hypothesized that a THP1 NFκB and IFN/ISG reporter
myeloid cell-driven sFIS assay may sufficiently capture the
downstream signaling impact of peripheral cytokines/
immune factors.

sFIS assay for testing the peripheral NFκB or IFN/ISG
responses of patients with cancer
The aforementioned data-driven framework informed us
that the dominant peripheral immunodynamics in OV
might be best captured by human myeloid cell-associated
NFκB or IFN/ISG responses. However, transcriptomic
or proteomic analyses of these signaling pathways’ key
components within circulating human myeloid cells
would not be very throughput and may not capture the
overall dynamism of these signaling modalities. To address
this, we decided to investigate whether co-
culturing
human myeloid cells in the presence of serum samples
from patients with OV and then assessing the myeloid
cell’s NFκB or IFN/ISG signaling as cellular assay output
may capture peripheral immunodynamics in OV, in a
throughput and dynamic fashion. Hence, we conceptualized an innovative in sitro sFIS assay for in vitro assessment
of patient sera-induced si-NFκB and si-IFN/ISG response
in human myeloid THP1 cells (figure 2A). This involved
a 96-well plate-based throughput screening method using
THP1 myeloid cell line stably expressing two inducible
reporter constructs encoding for (1) a LUCIA luciferase
gene (coding for a secreted form of coelenterazine-
using luciferase enzyme) under the direct control of an
ISG54 minimal promoter linked to five copies of ISRE
sequences; and (2) a SEAP reporter gene (coding for the
SEAP enzyme, a placental alkaline phosphatase) under
the control of an IFN-β minimal promoter linked to three
copies of c-REL binding site and five copies of the NFκB
consensus transcriptional response element (figure 2A).
Once these THP1 reporter cells sense factors/cytokines
that engage the NFκB and/or IFN/ISG responses, they
6

Peripheral immunobiomarkers hint toward disbalanced NFκB
and IFN/ISG responses in patients with OV
To pursue a proof-of-concept for our sFIS assay approach,
we aimed for a 'prospective retrospective' biomarker
validation strategy,40 41 starting with a discovery cohort
composed of clinical routine samples, that is, 98 archived
serum specimens from randomly selected 32 patients
with OV and random timepoints throughout the patient’s
disease course at UZ Leuven, Belgium (hereafter referred
to as the UZL-CSI OV cohort). For patient characteristics,
see online supplemental table 1. The overall cumulative
distribution of patient OS in the UZL-CSI OV cohort was
not significantly different from the TCGA patients with
OV, although median OS was moderately towards the
lower side (online supplemental figure S8A), indicating
that our cohort had more aggressive OV tumors. This
point was better indicated by a comparison of tumor
stages III/IV, wherein our cohort had far more patients
with stage IV relative to stage III OV, as compared with
the TCGA OV cohort (online supplemental figure S8B).
Importantly though, for validating immunobiomarkers,
the UZL-CSI cohort was highly suitable since it provided
the necessary immunological dynamism, on account of
being composed of a diversity of pretreatment and on/
post-
treatment sera samples (with chemo/targeted/
immunotherapies) (online supplemental figure S8C).
Moreover, we also had several patients for which multiple
time-series samples were available (online supplemental
figure S8D) combined with variable distribution of tumor
burden, estimated via serum CA125 levels (online supplemental figure S8E). The UZL-CSI cohort was composed of
all four pathological responses (pRs) to therapy (online
supplemental figure S8F).
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(online supplemental figure S6A). Of note, while the
ISG response signature was largely expressed by myeloid,
endothelial or fibroblast cells, the primary source of IFN-
cytokine gene (IFNG) was T/NK cells (online supplemental figure S6B). Moreover, within the myeloid cells,
there was negative/null correlation between NFκB versus
ISG response signatures (online supplemental figure
S6C). In line with this, we observed that indeed relatively
non-associated myeloid cell subsets enriched for NFκB
versus ISG response signatures (online supplemental
figure S7A). Interestingly, a differential REACTOME
pathway enrichment analysis between NFκB response
signatureHIGH versus ISG response signatureHIGH myeloid
cells (online supplemental figure S7B) showed that NFκB
responseHIGHmyeloid cells enriched for anti-inflammatory
or immuno-
regulatory pathways (e.g., prostaglandin/
IL-10 signaling, and RUNX1/FOXO/CD163 pathways),
whereas ISG responseHIGH myeloid cells enriched for pro-
inflammatory/immunogenic pathways (e.g., antiviral/
IFN signaling and antigen presentation). Altogether,
this showed that OV myeloid compartment enriches for
disbalanced NFκB and ISG response dynamics, wherein
the former has anti-
inflammatory/immunoregulatory
associations, while the latter has pro-
inflammatory/
immunogenic associations.
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To immunologically benchmark this UZL-CSI cohort,
relative to our TCGA observations, we pursued a Luminex
assay-based multiplex profiling of various serum immunobiomarkers like NFκB target proteins (IL-10, IL-12p70,
Sprooten J, et al. J Immunother Cancer 2021;9:e003609. doi:10.1136/jitc-2021-003609

PGF, CCL2, CCL22, VEGF-A, CCL5, and MMP9), IFNs or
ISGs-coded proteins (IFN-α, IFN-γ, CXCL10, and CCL11),
and some pleiotropic factors (IL-
6, latency-
associated
peptide/transforming growth factor-ß (LAP/TGF-β),
7
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Figure 2 Standardization of sFIS assay. (A) Overview of the sFIS assay. THP1-dual reporter cells containing a reporter for
NFκB and IFN/ISG response (see the Methods section) were stimulated with human serum of a patient with cancer, healthy
donor serum (baseline) or LPS (positive control) for 24 h. Subsequently, THP1 media were checked for LUCIA and SEAP activity.
(B,C) Bar graph of THP1-dual reporter cells, exposed to indicated concentrations of different agonists, reporting NFκB (B) or
IFN/ISG (C) responses at 48 h post-treatment (n=3, one-way analysis of variance with Fisher’s Least Significant Difference (LSD)
test; *p<0.05). (D–G) Bar graph of THP1 dual reporter cells exposed to indicated concentrations of different cytokines (D,E) or
soluble immune checkpoints (F,G) reporting NFκB (D,F) or IFN/ISG (E,G) responses at 48 h post-treatment (min–max normalized,
n=4, Kruskal-Wallis test; *p<0.05). cGAMP, cyclic guanosine monophosphate–adenosine monophosphate; IFN, interferon; IL,
interleukin; IRF, interferon regulatory factor; ISG, interferon-stimulated gene; ISRE, interferon-stimulated response element; LPS,
lipopolysaccharide; NFκB, nuclear factor kappa-light-chain enhancer of activated B cells; PD-1, programmed cell death protein
1; PDL-1, programmed cell death-ligand 1; PRR, pattern recognition receptor; TIM3, T-cell immunoglobulin and mucin domain
3; TNF, tumor necrosis factor; TLR, toll-like receptor; TRAIL, TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand; SEAP, secreted embryonic
alkaline phosphatase; sFIS, serumfunctional immunodynamic status; -STAT, signal transducer and activator of transcription.
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arginase), or soluble immune checkpoints (LAG3, IDO1,
PD-L1, PD-1, and TIM3) (figure 3A). Serum-CA125 was
also profiled to enable direct comparison with a clinical
standard biomarker (figure 3A). This multiplexed analysis
showed that sera of UZL-CSI patients with OV enriched
for more NFκB-
target proteins or pleiotropic factors,
than IFNs/ISGs-coded proteins (figure 3A). Accordingly,
8

a gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA)-
based biological pathway enrichment (REACTOME/Wikipathways)
computed on the aforementioned concentrations showed
a significant positive enrichment for innate immune
response or myeloid inflammation and a significant
negative enrichment for adaptive or lymphoid pathways
(figure 3B). These observations indirectly hinted toward
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Figure 3 Immunological benchmarking and sFIS assay testing in discovery cohort of patients with OV. (A) Eligible serum
samples from the UZL-CSI cohort were profiled for different immunological factors (n=74) and CA125 (n=95). Colors indicate
association with categories mentioned in the legend. (B) REACTOME-Wikipathway GSEA based on concentrations of
immunological biomarkers or CA125 (top 10 significance method). Violin plot (C) and sample-paired analysis (D) of UZL-CSI
serum samples profiled for the si-NFκB or si-IFN/ISG response (n=96, Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test; *p<0.05).
‘§’ depicts serum samples wherein the si-IFN/ISG response values exceeded the si-NFκB response values. (E) Heatmap
representation of Pearson correlation matrix of si-NFκB and si-IFN/ISG response, CA125 and immunological factors profiled
from the serum of the UZL-CSI OV dataset (n=74). (F,G) Network analyses of NFκB (F) or IFN/ISG (G) response activating
transcription program. Genes in blue indicate immunologically relevant factors enumerated by the PID analyses. (H,I) Bar graph
of THP1-dual reporter cells exposed to indicated concentrations of TGF-β reporting IFN/ISG (H) or NFκB (I) responses at 48 h
post-treatment (n=3, one-way analysis of variance corrected for false discovery rate via Benjamini, Krieger and Yekutieli test;
*p<0.05). CA125, carbohydrate antigen 125; GSEA, gene set enrichment analysis; IFN, interferon; ISG, interferon-stimulated
gene; NFκB, nuclear factor kappa-light-chain enhancer of activated B cells; OV, ovarian cancer; PID, Pathway Interaction
Database; sFIS, serum-functional immunodynamic status; si, serum-induced; UZL-CSI, UZ Leuven-Cell Stress Immunity cohort.
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sFIS assay captures peripheral disbalance in si-NFκB and siIFN/ISG responses
We wondered whether our sFIS assay can faithfully
capture the serum immunodynamics partly hinted by the
aforementioned cytokines/factors. Remarkably, serum
derived from these UZL-
CSI patients with OV indeed
induced significantly higher NFκB responses in the THP1
cells as compared with IFN/ISG responses (figure 3C). In
fact, the median si-IFN/ISG responses were below our
assay’s baseline (i.e., normal human serum pooled from
several healthy donors), thereby suggesting a tendency
of sera of patients with OV to downregulate IFN/ISG
responses. In fact, there were only 11 serum specimens
(out of 98) that induced a higher fold change of si-IFN/
ISG responses than si-NFκB responses (figure 3D). These
initial observations clearly outlined that our sFIS assay
can faithfully capture the functional immunodynamics in
sera of patients with OV, thereby more directly emphasizing the predominance of non-immunogenic inflammation in OV.
si-NFκB response links to wound healing-like pro-metastatic
signaling, while si-IFN/ISG response is proimmunogenic
Next, we wished to gain some biological insights via
integrated correlative and systems biology analyses of
si-NFκB or si-IFN/ISG responses and serum immunobiomarkers. A correlation matrix between the major
serum immunobiomarkers (median concentration >1
pg/mL), CA125 and sFIS assay responses showed the
existence of two major clusters (figure 3E): (1) a very
low concentration (median ~8 pg/mL) but very highly
correlated, IFNγ-centered immunosuppressive cluster
recruiting soluble PD-
1/PDL1); and (2) a very
(co-
high concentration (median ~7000 pg/mL) but somewhat loosely correlated cluster, wherein two sub-clusters
were formed by si-NFκB response and soluble TIM3/
MMP9 or si-
IFN/ISGs response and LAP/TGF-β. To
further understand these co-
clustering patterns, we
carried out immunological functional network analyses using genetic representatives. This revealed that
relevant genes were associated with MMP9
the NFκB-
(but not TIM3) via anti-inflammatory or prometastatic
signaling modules42 43 like wound healing facilitators
(osteopontin-coding, SPP1 and integrinα M-coding
(ITGAM))44 45 or protumorigenic lipid signaling (lysophosphatidic acid receptors-
coding (LPAR1-5))46 47
(figure 3F). Interestingly, the IFN/ISG-relevant genes
were associated with TGFB1 via proinflammatory factors
like IL-
27, IL-
12, STAT3 and IRF1 (figure 3G). This
implicated a contextual immunogenic role for TGF-β.
In fact, it has been reported that high concentration of
TGF-β can induce IFN/ISG responses.48 49 Intriguingly,
we indeed saw that treatment of THP1-reporter cells
with high concentrations of TGF-β (like concentrations
recovered from OV-patients in UZL-CSI cohort) induced
Sprooten J, et al. J Immunother Cancer 2021;9:e003609. doi:10.1136/jitc-2021-003609

highly significant IFN/ISG (but not NFkB) responses
(figure 3H,I), thereby suggesting a context-dependent
pro-immunogenic role for TGF-β.
The aforementioned indications were further
confirmed by correlation of these biomarkers with
medium (progression-free survival (PFS)) or long-term
(OS) survival of these patients with OV such that si-NFκB
responses clustered with soluble-TIM3, IFNγ–PD-1–PDL1
axis, and CA125 to predict shorter PFS/OS of patients
with OV (figure 4A and online supplemental figure S9),
whereas si-IFN/ISG responses clustered with LAP/TGF-β,
CCL5, CCL22, and CCL11 to predict prolonged PFS/OS
of patients with OV (figure 4A and online supplemental
figure S9). Remarkably, an immune-amplitude analysis
for si-NFκB or si-IFN/ISG responses showed that patients
with OV with prolonged survival (PFS/OS) (figure 4B,C)
and reduced serum-
CA125 (figure 4D,E) had a more
pro-
immunogenic orientation between si-
IFN/ISG
and si-NFκB responses (i.e., si-IFN/ISG resp. > si NFκB
resp.), whereas patients with a clear disbalanced orientation between these two inflammatory modules (si-NFκB
resp. ≥ si-IFN/ISG resp.) had much shorter survival (especially OS) and mostly increased serum-CA125. Overall,
this established that sFIS assay-derived si-NFκB or si-IFN/
ISG responses are robust at capturing the complex and
multifactorial functional immune-signaling or prognostic
modules in the periphery of patients with OV.
Peripheral myeloid, but not lymphoid, cells associate with siNFκB and si-IFN/ISG responses
The aforementioned observations suggested that si-NFκB
or si-
IFN/ISG responses are both linked to myeloid,
rather than lymphoid, compartment. To confirm this,
we correlated serum-
CA125, si-
NFκB, or si-
IFN/ISG
response and (sample-
matched) absolute immune
cell counts in the blood, for lymphocytes, monocytes/
myeloid cells, neutrophils, and platelets. Remarkably,
serum-CA125 and si-NFκB and si-
IFN/ISG responses
collectively showed negative correlation with lymphocytes
(figure 4F). On the level of myeloid cells, serum-CA125
and si-NFκB responses positively correlated with monocytic myeloid cells and neutrophils, whereas si-IFN/ISG
responses preferred to positively correlate with monocytic
myeloid cells and platelets (figure 4F). This implied the
presence of a contradictory interplay between platelets
and neutrophils. Herein, the disjointed trends for neutrophils or lymphocytes were intriguing since neutrophil-
to-lymphocyte (NLR) ratio is a well-established negative
prognostic biomarker.5 Interestingly, specifically si-NFκB
response (and to a certain extent, serum-CA125) positively correlated significantly to NLR (figure 4G,H),
thereby reinforcing its negative prognostic role. However,
si-IFN/ISG response failed to show correlation with NLR
(figure 4I). Overall, this confirms that in OV, the peripheral immune macroenvironment exhibits disjointed
myeloid and lymphoid crosstalk on the levels of si-NFκB
or si-IFN/ISG responses.
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a peripheral disbalance between NFκB target proteins
and IFN/ISGs-related proteins in patients with OV.
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Figure 4 Immunological characteristics of si-NFκB/si-IFN/ISG responses and their prognostic impact on patients with OV.
(A) PCA representation of Spearman’s correlation analyses between PFS or OS of patients with OV with si-NFκB and si-IFN/
ISG response, CA125 and immunological factors profiled from the serum of the UZL-CSI OV dataset (fold change to baseline/
healthy serum) (median value-based data integration for multiple serum samples per patient, n=32). (B–E) Cubic spline
analyses of si-NFκB or si-IFN/ISG responses (B,C) or CA125 concentration (D,E) profiled from the serum of the UZL-CSI OV
cohort dataset (median value-based data integration for multiple serum samples per patient; fold change to baseline/healthy
serum) and distributed as per PFS (B,D) or OS values (C–E) (n=32). (F) Radar plot of Pearson correlation values of CA125 and
si-NFκB and si-IFN/ISG response with blood cell counts (n=66). (G–I) Pearson correlation of CA125 (G), si-NFκB (fold change
to baseline/healthy serum) (H) and si-IFN/ISG (fold change to baseline/healthy serum) (I) responses, to NLR (CA125, n=64; si-
NFκB/si-IFN/ISG response, n=65; *p<0.05). CA125, carbohydrate antigen 125; IFN, interferon; ISG, interferon-stimulated gene;
NFκB, nuclear factor kappa-light-chain enhancer of activated B cells; NLR, neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio; OS, overall survival;
OV, ovarian cancer; PFS, progression-free survival; si, serum-induced; UZL-CSI, UZ Leuven-Cell Stress Immunity cohort.
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si-NFκB responses predict malignancy risk in patients with
OV
Finally, we wished to validate as well as extend our most
reliable observations in a validation cohort. Serum-CA125
is routinely used for OV diagnosis; however, there is ample
room for co-diagnostic modalities. Since si-NFκB response
exhibited reliable negative prognostic impact and association with pro-metastatic wound healing-like signaling, we
became curious about its co-diagnostic efficacy. Hence,
we retrospectively analyzed serum samples from a large-
scale (699 patients), multicenter European consortium biomarker study, TRANS-IOTA.19 53 TRANS-IOTA
involved serum from patients recruited in Italy (Rome/
Milan), Czech Republic (Prague), Belgium (Genk/
Leuven), and UK (London). TRANS-IOTA consisted of
serum collected at diagnosis from patients with benign
ovarian lesions (n=404), borderline tumors (borderline
OV, n=90), or invasive/metastatic tumors (malignant OV,
n=205). Herein, PFS (but not OS) estimates were available for patients with malignant OV. For patient characteristics, please see online supplemental table 2).
histological categories,
Largely irrespective of sub-
serum-CA125 showed the highest increase in patients with
malignant OV (figure 6A). Similarly, although si-NFκB
response was observed in patients with benign lesions/
borderline OV, it was more highly enriched in malignant
OV (figure 6B). Overall, both serum-CA125 (figure 6C)
and si-NFκB responses (figure 6D) significantly differentiated malignant OV from benign lesions or borderline
NFκB responses
OV. In line with discovery cohort, si-
consistently exceeded si-IFN/ISG responses irrespective
of histopathological categories (figure 6B and online
supplemental figure S13A–C). Within the malignant OV
category, serum-CA125 was strongly proficient at distinguishing the different tumor stages, showing a consistent
ascending trend from stage I to stage IV malignant OVs
(online supplemental figure S14A). However, si-
NFκB
response was mainly able to distinguish the most aggressive
stage IV from the least aggressive stage I (online supplemental figure S14B). Overall, in line with the aforementioned trends, very high-serum CA125 or si-NFκB response
was associated with lower PFS in patients with malignant
OV, with statistical significance achieved only by si-NFκB
response (figure 6E,F). The si-IFN/ISG responses did not
phenocopy above trends for si-NFκB response (online
supplemental figure S15A) and, in line with our discovery
cohort, si-IFN/ISG responses failed to predict differential
PFS (online supplemental figure S15B). Taken together,
these observations validate si-NFκB response as a negative
prognostic biomarker, with putative co-diagnostic efficacy
along with serum-CA125.
Peripheral immunodynamic status can guide chemoimmunotherapy regime’s design
Patients with OV exhibiting a bad prognostic, si-NFκB
responseHIGHsi-IFN/ISG responseLOW/NULL status, is
consistent with OV’s immunoresistant nature. Hence,
we wondered whether blunting si-
NFκB response can
11
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si-NFκB or si-IFN/ISG responses associate with differential
prognosis in OV
Next, we wanted to estimate the clinical biomarker associations of our sFIS assay readouts. First, we pursued differential tumor-level pR prediction for sFIS assay readouts
relative to serum-CA125 (i.e., complete response (CR),
partial response, stable disease, or progressive disease
(PD)). Serum-
CA125 was largely reduced in patients
with OV showing CR, whereas it was strongly enriched in
other pR subgroups, especially PD (online supplemental
figure S10A). Accordingly, non-responder patients with
OV (with PD) had significantly higher serum-CA125 than
responder patients with OV (with CR) (online supplemental figure S10B). However, similar differentiating
trends for pR were absent for sFIS assay readouts (online
supplemental figure S10C–F).
Serum-
CA125’s superiority in predicting differential pR is consistent with its clinical performance.25 50
However, the inability of sFIS assay readouts to not reliably predict pR is also in line with frequently published
observations that most immunobiomarkers are better
at predicting ‘long-
term’ survival trends rather than
51 52
‘short-term’ pR.
Accordingly, the patients with OV
with shorter PFS (<2 years) (figure 5A) or shorter OS
(<3 years) (figure 5B) possessed serum that induced
significantly higher NFκB responses, whereas patients
with OV with longer PFS/OS (>2/3 years) (figure 5C,D)
had higher si-IFN/ISG responses. Herein, heightened
serum-CA125 partially indicated shorter PFS (figure 5E)
but failed to predict differential OS (figure 5F). Accordingly, si-NFκB response was significantly associated with
reduced PFS/OS of patients with OV, whereas si-IFN/
ISG responses were only significantly associated with
OS, while serum-
CA125 could only partially predict
differential PFS but not OS (online supplemental figure
S11A,B). Interestingly, similar to serum-
CA125, NLR
also did not correlate with PFS/OS in a conclusively
negative prognostic manner (online supplemental
figure S11C,D).
These trends were also supported by univariate Kaplan-
Meier survival analysis of the PFS of patients with OV
(figure 5G,H, and online supplemental figure S11E) or
OS (figure 5I,J and online supplemental figure S11F),
such that very high (>75th percentile cut-off) si-NFκB
responses were associated with reduced survival, whereas
IFN/ISG responses were associated with
very high si-
prolonged survival. These trends were largely substantiated by multivariate Cox Proportional Hazards (CoxPh)
modeling, correcting for age, tumor stage, or intra-sFIS
assay variations (online supplemental figure S12), especially for OS (online supplemental figure S12D) and
differential fold-change cut-off analyses (online supplemental figure S12B–F). Overall, this highlights the
biomarker efficacy of our sFIS assay (which simultaneously integrates a negative and positive prognostic factor
within a single modality) in predicting medium-term/
long-term survival of patients with OV.
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Figure 5 Prognostic impact of si-NFκB or si-IFN/ISG responses of patients with OV. (A–F) Violin plots of si-NFκB responses
(A,B) or si-IFN/ISG responses (C,D) and CA125 concentration (E,F) (median value-based data integration for multiple serum
samples per patient) profiled from the serum of the UZL-CSI OV cohort (fold change to baseline/healthy serum). These were
subdivided as longer and shorter PFS (CA125, longer PFS n=5 vs shorter PFS n=26; si-NFκB or si-IFN/ISG resp., longer
PFS n=5 vs shorter PFS n=27) (A,C,E) or OS (CA125, longer OS n=8 vs shorter OS n=23; si-NFκB or si-IFN/ISG resp., longer
PFS n=9 vs shorter PFS n=23) (B,D,F) based on a cut-off of 2 years of PFS or 3 years of OS (Mann-Whitney test, two-tailed;
*p<0.05). (g–j) KM plots of si-NFκB (G,I) or si-IFN/ISG (H,J) responses (median value-based data integration for multiple serum
samples per patient) of the UZL-CSI OV cohort. Subdivision of PFS (G,H) or OS (I,J) as high or low were based on the 75th
percentile cut-off (si-NFκB or si-IFN/ISG resp. vs PFS/OS, HIGH n=8 vs low n=24). The plots depict the HR ±95% CI (log-rank
Mantel-Cox test, *p<0.05). CA125, carbohydrate antigen 125; IFN, interferon; ISG, interferon-stimulated gene; KM, Kaplan-
Meier; NFκB, nuclear factor kappa-light-chain enhancer of activated B cells; OS, overall survival; OV, ovarian cancer; PFS,
progression-free survival; si, serum-induced; UZL-CSI, UZ Leuven-Cell Stress Immunity cohort.
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Figure 6 sFIS assay testing to estimate malignancy risk in a validation cohort of patients with ovarian cancer. (A,B) Heatmap
representation of CA125 (A) or si-NFκB and si-IFN/ISG response (B) per histology category profiled from the serum of the
TRANS-IOTA cohort (fold change to baseline/healthy serum, averaged values; for full patient details and numbers, see online
supplemental table 2). ‘*’ indicates inclusion of patients with cysts at the ultrasound. (C,D) Violin plot of CA125 (C) or si-NFκB
response (D) of patients with benign (CA125, n=302; si-NFκB response, n=404), borderline (CA125, n=85; si-NFκB response,
n=90) and malignant (CA125, n=198; si-NFκB response, n=205) cancers, profiled from the serum of the TRANS-IOTA cohort
(fold change to baseline/healthy serum, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; *p<0.05). (E,F) Violin plot of PFS based on CA125 (low, n=42;
high, n=14) (E) or si-NFκB response (low, n=41; high, n=15) (F) of patients with cancer (fold change to baseline/healthy serum)
(Mann-Whitney test, *p<0.05). Subdivision of CA125 and si-NFκB (E,F) as high or low were based on the 75th percentile cut-
off. CA125, carbohydrate antigen 125; IFN, interferon; ISG, interferon-stimulated gene; NFκB, nuclear factor kappa-light-chain
enhancer of activated B cells; PFS, progression free survival; si, serum-induced; sFIS, serum-functional immunodynamic status.
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be used as a guiding strategy for precision anti-
OV
immunotherapy. To address this, we pursued an in silico
drug prediction relying on a computational algorithm
exploiting biomedical literature-
associated drug–gene
relationships to predict drugs or drug–target’s associations to the NFκB response signature (figure 7A). These
analyses enriched for anti-
cytokine immunotherapies
or inflammatory therapeutic targets, especially TNF
14

inhibitory/blocking therapeutics like TNF-alpha inhibitors or infliximab (an anti-TNF antibody (Ab)) (figure 7).
This was concurrent with the observation that, among
various cytokines we screened, TNF was predictably the
most robust NFκB response inducer (figure 2D).
The notion of applying anti-
cytokine immunotherapies like anti-TNF Ab is not new. While such anti-cytokine
immunotherapies have shown preclinical success, they
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Figure 7 sFIS assay-based prediction of chemoimmunotherapy regime’s design and in vivo testing in murine metastatic
ovarian cancer model. (A) In silico drug-prediction analyses based on the NFκB response signature (cut-offs: multiple
adjustment test, Bonferroni; significance level, adjusted p value=0.01). Colors indicate overlapping genes between NFκB
response signature and literature-associated drug–gene sets. (B) Overview of the tumor inoculation, serum collection, and
therapeutic treatment schedules for the mice experiments. (C) si-IFN/ISG and si-NFκB response of J774 dual-reporter cell lines
exposed to mouse serum obtained from day 49 as a ratio to day 13 (control, n=8; anti-TNF Ab, n=8; PARPi, n=7; PARPi and
anti-TNF Ab, n=8; PTX-CBP, n=7; PTX-CBP and anti-TNF Ab, n=6). (D,E) Kaplan-Meier plots of overall survival (D) or survival
while considering the first drainage of ascitic fluid (E) of metastatic ID8 tumor-bearing mice treated with different therapy
regimes (control, n=8; anti-TNF Ab, n=8; PARPi, n=8; PARPi and anti-TNF Ab, n=8; PTX-CBP, n=7; PTX-CBP and anti-TNF Ab,
n=7) (log-rank Mantel-Cox test; *p<0.05, **p<0.01). IFN, interferon; ISG, interferon-stimulated gene; NFκB, nuclear factor kappa-
light-chain enhancer of activated B cells; PARPi, PARP inhibitor; PTX-CBP, paclitaxel +carboplatin; sFIS, serum-functional
immunodynamic status.
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that a peripheral si-
IFN/ISG responseHIGHsi-NFκB
LOW
response
status positively correlated with prolonged
OS (online supplemental figure S15F). In conclusion,
the sFIS assay may help in designing anti-OV regimen,
wherein si-
IFN/ISG responseHIGHsi-NFkB responseLOW
phenotype could guide selection of pro-
immunogenic
therapies.
DISCUSSION
Through a data-
driven in silico framework driven by
cancer patient's data, we conceptualized a first-
in-
class, non-invasive, in sitro sFIS assay for capturing the
si-NFκB or si-
IFN/ISG responses of patients with OV.
The sFIS assay was able to capture the peripheral immunodynamics of patients with OV better than individual
serum-linked cytokines, chemokines, or soluble immune
checkpoints. Nevertheless, both approaches of serum
screening altogether established that a hyperinflammatory NFκB signaling dominates the periphery of patients
with OV, with strong depletion of si-IFN/ISG responses.
Herein, high si-NFκB response was associated with shortened PFS/OS, while si-IFN/ISG response was associated
with prolonged OS. This culminated into a patient immunostratification indicating low OS for OV patients with
si-NFκB responseHIGHsi-IFN/ISG responseLOW status and
high OS for those with si-NFκB responseLOWsi-IFN/ISG
responseHIGH. Besides, the malignant/invasive nature
of OV was distinguished by a serum-CA125HIGHsi-NFκB
responseHIGHsi-IFN/ISG responseLOW status, such that
si-NFκB response was highest in patients with invasive/
malignant ovarian lesions, as compared with benign or
borderline lesions. This provides support to the notion
that tumor aggression associates with systemic inflammatory remodeling.6 Finally, we were also able to successfully
use a murine version of our sFIS assay in preclinical settings
of metastatic ID8 tumor model to predict and confirm the
superior proficiency of chemo-
immunotherapy regime
of PTX-CBP and anti-TNF Ab in achieving a favorable
peripheral si-NFκB responseLOWsi-IFN/ISG responseHIGH
status and efficaciously controlling OV. Altogether these
observations exemplify the multifaceted utility of the sFIS
assay in copredicting malignancy risk, differential survival
benefit and rationale designing of immunotherapeutic
regimen.
The sFIS assay approach (along with multiplex cytokine/immune-
factor screening, blood immune cell
counts, and computational immunology) also allowed us
to gain some crucial insights into the peripheral immunobiology of patients with OV. For instance, si-
NFκB
responses mainly aligned with wound healing-like pro-
metastatic signaling, while si-IFN/ISG responses positively
correlated with serum-
LAP/TGF-β (rather than serum
IFN-α/γ or CXCL10). Herein, high serum-LAP/TGF-β
levels were also associated with prolonged OS/PFS, such
that high TGF-β concentrations directly induced IFN/
ISG responses, thereby revealing an unanticipated pro-
immunogenic activity for TGF-β.59 Remarkably, in the
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have often failed in clinical trials.4 It has been proposed
that their success might be contingent on biomarker-
driven application; however, such precision biomarkers
are elusive.4 Therefore, we wondered whether si-NFκB
response can better guide application of anti-TNF Ab
in patients with OV. In fact, reanalyses of a small (only
existing) human OV clinical trial administering infliximab, wherein pretreatment/on-
treatment transcriptome for OV ascites was available,54 55 showed that TNF in
OV ascites could not differentiate infliximab-responding
versus non-
responding patients (online supplemental
figure S15C), while elevated NFκB response signature
differentiated them relatively better (online supplemental figure S15D).
To validate this via sFIS assay, we used the murine ID8
cell-based orthotopic model of metastatic OV56 since these
metastatic ID8 tumor-bearing mice experience a latent
spike in serum TNF levels (online supplemental figure
S15E). Various studies have demonstrated antitumor and
immunostimulatory impact of anti-OV therapies like paclitaxel + carboplatin (PTX-CBP) and/or PARP inhibitors
(PARPi),57 58 yet it is not clear which of these therapies
might best potentiate the antitumor efficacy of anti-TNF
Ab. Also, we were curious whether sFIS assay can predict
the antitumor efficacy of the aforementioned therapeutics
(alone or in combination with anti-TNF Ab). Hence, we
treated the ID8 tumor-bearing mice with PTX-CBP, PARPi,
or anti-TNF Ab, or combinations thereof (figure 7B).
Initially, we collected the murine serum at baseline and
during the aforementioned treatments (figure 7B) and
screened the ability of these serum samples to induce
si-NFκB or si-IFN/ISG responses in a murine version of
our sFIS assay, that is, J774 murine myeloid cells stably
expressing two inducible reporter constructs for NFκB or
IFN/ISG response signaling. Interestingly, a ratio-metric
analysis (on to pretreatment ratio) of murine sFIS assay
derived si-NFκB or si-
IFN/ISG responses showed that
anti-TNF Ab exhibited threshold tendencies to reduce
si-NFκB responses while marginally increasing si-IFN/ISG
responses (figure 7C). Interestingly, combining anti-TNF
Ab with PTX-
CBP created a much better peripheral
pro-immunogenic status (si-NFκB responseLOWsi-IFN/
ISG responseHIGH) than combining with PARPi (si-NFκB
responseMEDsi-IFN/ISG responseLOW), or either therapy
alone (figure 7C).
To understand whether sFIS assay can predict antitumor efficacy in vivo, we estimated two long-term survival
parameters, that is, OS and OS relative to first ascitic
fluid’s drainage (OS-
AFD). The long-
term OS trends
indeed followed the aforementioned sFIS assay predictions, such that the ID8 tumor-bearing mice treated with
PTX-CBP and anti-TNF Ab triple-combo had the longest
OS (figure 7D) and OS-AFD (figure 7E). In fact, PTX-
CBP and anti-TNF Ab combo was the only condition that
had significantly higher anti-OV efficacy than anti-TNF Ab
alone (figure 7D,E), thereby highlighting the superiority
of PTX-CBP (over PARPi) in unleashing anti-TNF Ab’s
potential. Moreover, a ratio-metric analyses established
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murine metastatic ID8 tumor model, combining anti-TNF
Ab with PTX-CBP chemotherapy unleashed si-IFN/ISG
responses, thereby implying a role for pro-tumorigenic
NFκB signaling in blunting IFN/ISG responses. Overall,
this substantiates a disbalance between these two pathways
as a major source of immune disparities in patients with
OV. Since OV is a highly immunosuppressive and ICB-
resistant tumor,60 there is an urgent need to introduce
novel anti-
OV immunotherapies, possibly prioritized
based on their ability to potentiate si-IFN/ISG responses
while blunting si-NFκB responses. Thus, anti-OV ‘immunogenic’ interventions61 guided by sFIS assay could be
used to improve the outlook for patients with OV.
The sFIS assay also offers several practical advantages,
for example, its 96-well plate-based throughput nature
and reliance on non-
invasive serum samples. Also, a
major strength of our approach is that we could use
publicly available OV multiomics data to predict peripheral immunodynamic status based on NFκB or IFN/ISG
responses, which was largely confirmed via sFIS assay. This
allows the usage of NFκB and ISG response genetic signatures as companion transcriptomic biomarkers for tumor
analyses that closely complement our sFIS assay. Finally,
the possibility to guide or design chemo-immunotherapy
regimen via sFIS assay, as implied by our in vivo experiments, opens doors to many novel possibilities. Nevertheless, there are also some limitations of our study that
require future attention; for example, a prospective, high-
powered, randomized clinical trial is necessary to fully
validate the serum-driven prediction efficacy of the sFIS
assay. We believe such a trial should include longitudinal
serum sampling (i.e, pre-treatment and post-treatment)
in a multiarm comparative treatment setting (e.g., immunotherapy vs chemotherapy). OV should be prioritized
for such a trial based on the above data; however, based
on TCGA analyses, CESC, HNSC or LIHC might also be
good indications to test the contrasting impact of si-NFκB
versus si-IFN/ISG responses with sFIS assay.
In conclusion, we believe that our sFIS assay may facilitate personalized patient monitoring, immunostratification and immunotherapeutic decision-
making. The
differential si-NFκB or si-
IFN/ISG response can shed
light on how the peripheral immune responses are regulated or dysregulated. Thus, our study serves as a proof
of concept for further clinical development of peripheral
immunodynamic biomarkers.
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Supplementary Table 1.
Overview of patient characteristics in discovery cohort i.e., UZL-CSI cohort (n=32)
Characteristics
Age (mean,range)(years)
Histology(%)

Stage (%)

Number of recurrences (%)

Outcome (%)

HGSOC
LGSOC
CCC
Mucineus ovariumcarcinoom
IC2
IIIC
IV
IVB
0
1
2
3
>4
No evidence of disease
Alive with evidence of disease
Death of disease

Results
64.5 (47-85)
84.4
6.2
6.2
3.1
3.1
31.2
9.4
56.3
37.5
25
28.1
3.1
6.2
6.2
18.8
75
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Supplementary Table 2.
Overview of patient characteristics in validation cohort, i.e., TRANS-IOTA cohort
(benign; n=404, borderline; n=90, malignant; n=205)

Characteristics
Age
(mean,range)(years)
Histology (number ,%)

benign
borderline
malignant
benign

borderline

malignant

Stage (number,%)

borderline

malignant

serous cystadenofibroma
teratoma
serous cystadenoma
mucinous cystadenoma
fibroma
endometrioma
mucinous cystadenofibroma
functional cyst
struma ovarii
Other
serous
mucinous gastrointestinal
other
high grade serous
low grade serous
High grade clear cell high
Mucinous
Other
I
II
III
I
II
II
IV

Results
48.9 (16-84)
48.5 (21-81)
58.3 (19-84)
77 (19%)
75(18%)
59(14.6%)
53(13.1%)
37(9.2%)
37 (9.2%)
14(3.5%)
7(1.7%)
5(1.2%)
42(10.4%)
56(62.2%)
32(35.5%)
2(2.2%)
110 (54%)
12 (5.8%)
7 (3.4%)
6 (2.9%)
70 (34.1%)
75 (87.2%)
6 (6.9%)
5 (5.8%)
68 (33.7%)
19 (9.4%)
83 (41.1%)
32 (15.8%)
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SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS
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Ovarian cancer mouse model

Six to eight-week-old, female C57BL/6 mice (Envigo, Horst, The Netherlands) were intraperitoneally (i.p.)
injected with 5 x 106 ovarian cancer ID8 cells. Sample size was determined via statistical power analysis.
Eight mice per treatment group had a power of 0.8360 to detect differences between groups. Mice were
co-housed in groups of five in individually ventilated cages (IVC) containing wood shaving bedding and
nesting materials at the Specific-pathogen-free (SPF) facilities of the KU Leuven. In vivo tumour growth
was monitored using bioluminescence imaging (BLI). For BLI analyses, mice were scanned one and six
week(s) after tumour inoculation. During the scan, mice were anesthetized with isoflurane (2L/min, IsoVet,
Dechra Veterinary products n.v, Lille, Belgium). Excess hair of the abdominal and pelvic regions was
removed before scanning via mechanical trimming and Veet® hair removal spray. Next, mice were injected
subcutaneously with D-luciferine (126 mg/kg, Promega, Madison, US). The total photon flux (in photons
per second, p/s) was measured with the IVIS Spectrum Preclinical in vivo Imaging System (PerkinElmer,
Waltham, US) using the Living Image Software at the K.U. Leuven core facility (Molecular Small Animal
Imaging Center). All animal care takers, except the one responsible for administering therapeutics, were
blinded from treatment groups and independently judged the onset of symptoms. Examination of the
animals increased from three weekly to once daily if the first signs of disease were detected. Ascites fluid
of end-stage mice, reaching 32 grams in overall body weight, was drained by means of puncturing the left
abdominal flank. Severely ill mice were sacrificed based on human endpoints as previously published [1].
All experiments performed are in line with the Belgian (Royal Decree, 29 May 2013), Flemish (Decision
of the Flemish Government to adapt the Royal Decree of 29 May 2013, 17 February 2017) and European
(Directive 2010/63/EU) regulations on the protection of animals used for scientific purposes. Approval of
the local ethical committee was obtained (P125/2017) for all mice experiments prior to the start.

2.

Therapeutic treatment procedures in mice

Treatment groups were randomly attributed. Both the chemotherapeutic agents and anti-TNF therapy
were administered via i.p. injection in the right flank of the abdomen. Chemotherapy was administered
two weeks after tumour inoculation and consisted of two separate administrations of carboplatin (100
mg/kg, Carbosin, Teva pharma Belgium n.v., Antwerp, Belgium), and paclitaxel (10 mg/kg, Fresenius Kabi
n.v., Schelle, Belgium) as described previously [2]. Animals experiencing chemotherapy toxicities (e.g.,
weight loss, diarrhea, cachexia and severe hunch back) were sacrificed prematurely and were excluded
from data analysis. Anti-TNF (5 mg/kg) was administered biweekly for six weeks. The time schedule for
administering the anti-TNF therapy consistent of a clinically-relevant ‘late regime’ wherein therapy started
three weeks after tumour inoculation. The PARP inhibitor, olaparib (50 mg/kg, AZD-2281, MedKoo
Biosciences Inc., Morrisville, USA), was administered via oral gavage, once daily for a total of four weeks,
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starting at day 21 after tumour inoculation. Control mice received “vehicle” i.p. injections consisting of
Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline (DPBS) (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, US) and oral
gavages comprising of a mixture of 10% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (CryoSure-DMSO, WAK-Chemie
Medical GmbH, Steinbach, Germany), 50% Polyethylene glycol 300 (PEG300) and 40% DPBS.

3.

Luminex analyses for human and murine serum samples

This analysis was done as described previously [3]. For human serum, the assays were performed with
150 μL of serum. Customized Procartaplex™Immunoassays Kits were purchased (Life Technologies,
Merelbeke, Belgium) to determine IL10, IFNα, IL12p70, LAG3, IL6, IDO1, PGF, Arginase, PD-L1, IFNγ,
PD1, CXCL10, CCL2, CCL11, CCL22, VEGF-A, TIM3, CCL5, MMP9, and LAP/TGFβ. Herein, 96 wellplates were loaded with antigen-specific capture antibody-coated magnetic beads. Next, samples,
standards and blanks were added and incubated for two hours together with the beads. The High
Sensitivity IL-10 plex required an overnight incubation. Biotinylated detection antibodies were added as a
second step. The antibody/antigen complex was then visualized by incubation with streptavidin-conjugated
R-phycoerythrin. In between all steps of the protocol, a washing procedure was performed by means of
a magnetic plate washer. Read-out was performed with Bio-plex 200 system of Bio-Rad (Hercules,
California, USA). Concentrations of the proteins were determined using five parameter log curves
generated by the Bio-Plex Manager 4.1.1 software. Of note, in some cases due to practical (e.g., low quality
of samples or below detection threshold data for Bio-plex 200 system), or technical (e.g., not enough
sample volumes for profiling) reasons, certain Luminex® data weren’t available for every sample. For
murine serum, murine blood samples for serum preparation were taken on day -1 (before) and on day
+14 and day +34 (after) ID8 cancer cell inoculations. Mice were anesthetized with 1.5% isoflurane in a
70:30 nitrous oxide/oxygen mixture. Glass microhematocrit capillary tubes were inserted in the retroocular space and blood was collected from the ophthalmic venous plexus. TNF was measured with
Luminex®, according to the manufacturers’ protocol using customized Procartaplex TM Immunoassay Kits
(Life Technologies, Merelbeke, Belgium) as described above.

4.

Murine serum screening via sFIS assay

Whole blood was collected from mice via a submandibular vein puncture at two weeks (i.e., before any in
vivo treatment regime were commenced; see above) and seven weeks (i.e., after in vivo commencement of
treatments) after tumour inoculation. During the procedure, mice were anesthetised with isoflurane
(2L/min, IsoVet, Dechra Veterinary products n.v, Lille, Belgium). Collected blood was centrifuged at 8000
RCF for ten minutes to obtain serum. Serum was collected and stored at -80°C until further analysis. The
murine serum was screened using the J774-Dual™ cells (Invivogen) expressing: (I) the Lucia luciferase
3
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gene, that encodes a secreted luciferase, under the control of an ISG54 minimal promoter in conjunction
with five IFN-stimulated response elements, and (II) a secreted embryonic alkaline phosphatase (SEAP)
reporter gene under the control of an IFN-β minimal promoter fused to 5 copies of the NF-κB consensus
transcriptional response element and three copies of the c-Rel binding site. These J774 cells were cultured
at 37°C under 5% CO2 in DMEM containing 2 mM L-glutamine, 3.7 g/l sodium bicarbonate, 4.5 g/l glucose
and 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 100 units/ml penicillin, 100 µg/L streptomycin, 100 µg/ml Normocin and 10%
heat inactivated fetal calf serum. For selection of dual reporter expressing cells, the cells were cultured
with 5 µg/ml blasticidin and 100 µg/ml zeocin after two passages subsequently to thawing. For mouse
serum analysis, J774 were treated with mouse serum for 24 h. Luciferase was checked in media by adding
50 µl of Quanti-Luc (Invivogen) to 100 µl of (separately recovered) J774 media. Bioluminescence was
examined for 100 ms immediately after Quanti-Luc addition by microplate reader (Biotek). SEAP activity
was checked in media by adding 100 µl of Quanti-Blue (Invivogen) to 100 µl of (separately recovered)
J774 media. Absorbance was examined at an optical density of 655 nm, 4 to 8 h after Quanti-Blue addition
by microplate reader (Biotek).

5.

In silico gene signature-based drug or drug-target screening

The in-silico drug-prediction analyses was executed for the NFkB response signature, using the
WebGestalt workflow, wherein the “drug” functional database was computed with over-representation
analyses (ORA) utilizing a computational algorithm called GLAD4U [4], to screen biomedical literatureassociated drug-gene relationships to predict drugs or drug-target’s associations to the NFkB responsesignature. The following default cut-offs were used: minimum number of genes for a category, 5; maximum
number of genes for a category, 2000; multiple adjustment test, Bonferroni; significance level, adjusted pvalue=0.01; number of categories expected from set cover, 10.

6.

MELODI algorithm-based automated literature screening

We screened the PubMed literature in the time-range of publications from 1950-2017 (on 09/06/2019)
via Mining Enriched Literature Objects to Derive Intermediates (MELODI) algorithm [5]. Briefly, the
MELODI literature intermediates were retrieved between ‘cancer patient serum’ search string ((cancer
OR tumour OR tumour OR neoplasm) AND (patient OR clinic OR subject) AND (plasma OR serum OR
peripheral OR blood)) and ‘immunological factors’ search string (cytokine OR chemokine OR danger
signals OR damage-associated molecular patterns OR DAMPs OR hematopoietic factors OR immune
factors). The literature intermediates were retrieved from SemMedDB concepts database [6], a repository
of semantic predications (subject–predicate–object triples) extracted from PubMed citations, with the
following filtering cut-offs: type of factors (amino acid, peptides, proteins, gene, genomes), mean odds = 5
4
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and p-value = 1.00e-08. This search retrieved the following 54 final hits: CCL17, CCL19, CCL2, CCL20,
CCL22, CCL27, CCL3, CCL4, CCL5, CXCL1, CXCL10, CXCL12, CXCL13, CXCL8, CXCL9, CRP, DBPmaf, PF4, THBS1, THPO, VEGFA, G-CSF, FLT3LG, GM-CSF, IFNA1, IFNG, IL10, IL11, IL12p40, IL12p70,
IL13, IL15, IL17, IL18, IL1β, IL2, IL21, IL22, IL23, IL3, IL4, IL5, IL6, IL7, IL9, LTA, MCSF, TGFB1, TNF,
FASLG, GZMA, GZMB, PRF1 and TRAIL. These 54 hits derived from this MELODI search were annotated
for respective cytokine or chemokine families using manual literature-based cross-matching [7, 8].

7.

Transcription factor bioinformatics and systems biology/pathway analysis

For computational enrichment analyses enumerating transcription factor (TF)-targets, we used the above
54 hits to enrich for top 3 REACTOME signalling pathways using the WebGestalt workflow. Thereafter,
using these REACTOME signalling pathway hits, we enumerated transcription factor targets (TFT) in the
C3 gene-set of the Molecular Signatures Database (MSigDB) [9] within Broad Institute’s gene-set
enrichment analyses (GSEA) portal at statistical significance cut-off of p<1e-25. Finally, based on these TFT
hits, we enriched for top 3 Hallmark gene-sets, also within the MSigDB portal. This allowed us to approach
transcription factor enrichment in a multi-parametric but integrative manner.
GSEA-based biological pathway enrichment analyses based on multiplexed serum immuno-biomarker
concentrations was performed via WebGestalt workflow, using a combination of REACTOME and
Wikipathway functional databases with the following selection cut-offs: minimum number of genes for a
category, 3; maximum number of genes for a category, 2000; significance level, top 10; number of
permutations, 1000; p=1; collapse method, median; number of categories expected from set cover, 10.
Redundancy within REACTOME/Wikipathway gene-sets was reduced using affinity propagation method.
Immunological functional network analyses was executed using ImmuNet workflow [10], which creates
immune-related functional relationship networks using pathway-relevant gene-gene relationship
predictions based on 38,000 genome-scale experiments. For TGFB1 network with IFN response, we used
STAT1, TGFB1, IFIT2, IRF9 and STAT2, while for MMP9/HAVCR2 network with NFkB response, we used
REL, NFKB1, MMP9, RELA, HAVCR2 to initialize networks within “Immune Global” pathway. Following
network filters were used: minimum relationship confidence of 0.2, and maximum number of genes at 20.
Herein, biological process enrichment analyses were used to delineate genes/proteins connecting relevant
components at statistically significant threshold of p<0.05.

8.

NFkB or IFN response genetic signatures for bioinformatics analysis

To use experimentally pre-validated genetic signatures for NFkB signalling pathway as well as general IFN
response pathways, we started with existing GSEA gene-sets within the C2: curated gene sets with CGP:
5
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chemical and genetic perturbations subsets. For NFkB response signature, we selected the
TIAN_TNF_SIGNALING_VIA_NFKB gene-set (systematic name: M14435) consisting of the following
genes: CCL20, CCN2, CD83, CXCL1, CXCL2, CXCL3, CXCL8, GCH1, GFPT2, IL6, IRF1, NFKB1,
NFKB2, NFKBIA, NFKBIE, PLK2, PTGS2, REL, RELB, SDC4, TNFAIP2, TNFAIP3, TNFRSF9, TNIP1,
TRAF1, ZFP36. For IFN response signature, since there was a paucity of a clear gene-set simultaneously
applicable to all three major IFN cytokines i.e., IFNα, IFNβ and IFNγ, we decided to construct a consensus
gene signature ourselves. Herein, we extracted the following gene sets from the above database (GSEA:
C2-CGP): SANA_RESPONSE_TO_IFNG_UP (systematic name: M4551), MOSERLE_IFNA_RESPONSE
(systematic name: M3218), and HECKER_IFNB1_TARGETS (systematic name: M3010), and created a
signature with following genes that were overlapping across all of these three datasets thereby making
this a broadly IFN response-applicable signature: CXCL10, GBP1, MX1, IFI44L, OAS2, SAMD9L, DDX60,
IFIH1, LGALS3BP, STAT1, TRIM22, IFI35, TNFSF10, DTX3L, PARP9, SERPING1, LAP3, CD274, MMP25.
Next, we wanted to make sure that these genetic signatures do not suffer from dataset/gene-set selectionbias, or bias due to experimental/perturbation contexts from which they were originally derived. To this
end, we used these signatures to run a MSigDB database gene-overlap analyses within the C2-CGP genesets. This analyses delineated following statistically significantly overlapping top 10 gene-sets for the NFkB
response signature: TIAN_TNF_SIGNALING_VIA_NFKB (p-value = 2.44e-95; FDR q-value = 8.06e-92),
PHONG_TNF_TARGETS_UP

(p-value

=

1.02e-40;

FDR

q-value

=

1.69e-37),

ZHANG_RESPONSE_TO_IKK_INHIBITOR_AND_TN_TNF_UP (p-value = 3.14e-39; FDR q-value =
3.46e-36), HINATA_NFKB_TARGETS_FIBROBLAST_UP (p-value = 8.07e-33; FDR q-value = 6.67e-30),
ZHOU_INFLAMMATORY_RESPONSE_LIVE_UP (p-value = 5.32e-31; FDR q-value = 3.51e-28),
LINDSTEDT_DENDRITIC_CELL_MATURATION_B (p-value = 4.77e-30; FDR q-value = 2.62e-27),
ZHOU_INFLAMMATORY_RESPONSE_FIMA_UP (p-value = 6.71e-30; FDR q-value = 3.16e-27),
HINATA_NFKB_TARGETS_KERATINOCYTE_UP (p-value = 5.78e-27; FDR q-value = 2.39e-24),
PHONG_TNF_RESPONSE_NOT_VIA_P38 (p-value = 1.57e-21; FDR q-value = 5.75e-19), and
PHONG_TNF_RESPONSE_VIA_P38_PARTIAL (p-value = 6.27e-21; FDR q-value = 2.07e-18). Similarly,
above analyses delineated following statistically significantly overlapping top 10 gene-sets for the IFN
response signature: SANA_RESPONSE_TO_IFNG_UP (p-value = 5.56e-241; FDR q-value = 1.84e-237),
SANA_TNF_SIGNALING_UP

(p-value

=

1.57e-67;

FDR

q-value

=

2.59e-64),

BROWNE_INTERFERON_RESPONSIVE_GENES (p-value = 1.85e-33; FDR q-value = 1.76 e-30),
TAKEDA_TARGETS_OF_NUP98_HOXA9_FUSION_3N_3D_UP (p-value = 2.14e-33; FDR q-value =
1.76 e-30), WIELAND_UP_BY_HBV_INFECTION (p-value = 3.65e-32; FDR q-value = 2.41 e-29),
MOSERLE_IFNA_RESPONSE (p-value = 3.9e-29; FDR q-value = 2.15e-26), HECKER_IFNB1_TARGETS
(p-value = 1.89e-28; FDR q-value = 8.26e-26), NUYTTEN_EZH2_TARGETS_UP (p-value = 2e-28; FDR
6
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q-value = 8.26e-26), GAURNIER_PSMD4_TARGETS (p-value = 4.7e-28; FDR q-value = 1.72e-25), and
RADAEVA_RESPONSE_TO_IFNA1_UP (p-value = 9.4 e-24; FDR q-value = 3.1e-21). These analyses
established that above NFkB or IFN response signatures can capture variety of biological and
immunological contexts associated with these pathways.

9.

Genetic-signature overlap analyses for IFN-cytokine subtypes

To understand the overall overlap or sharing between downstream IFN-induced genes between type I
IFN-cytokines, type II IFN-cytokines and type III IFN-cytokines for our consensus ISG-signature, as well
as separate signatures induced downstream of IFNα, IFNβ or IFNγ (see above), we used the “IFN Subtype”
computational tool within the Interferome v2.0 database. Interferome v2.0 is an online resource
(http://interferome.its.monash.edu.au/interferome/) that integrates computational analyses based on
curated experimental datasets on types I, II and III IFN-treated human or mice cells. The “IFN Subtype”
tool produces Venn diagrams representing how many genes are regulated by each IFN cytokine-type and
allows estimation of the overlaps of such genes regulated by two or all three IFN cytokine-types.

10.

Transcriptomic analysis with The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) datasets

a.

Gene-expression analyses: For these analyses we wanted to randomly select 6 immunotherapy-

responsive and 6 immunotherapy-resistant TCGA cancer-types for further analyses (with 6 being the
minimum number of variables required for a trustworthy correlation analyses). Hence, we took all the
highly immunotherapy-responsive as well as medium-to-low immunotherapy-responsive cancer-types
from an existing publication [11] and applied a “List Randomizer” computational program
(https://www.random.org/lists/) to randomly select at least 6 cancer-types across both categories. These
analyses delineated the following 12 cancer-types: Liver cancer, Pancreatic cancer, Lung cancer, Head and
Neck cancer, Cervical cancer, Bladder cancer, Endometrial cancer, Ovarian cancer, Sarcoma, Breast
cancer, or Kidney cancer/RCC. Expression analyses for 54 MELODI hits was performed for 12 different
TCGA cancer-cohorts using the GEPIA2 workflow [12]. These included, Liver hepatocellular carcinoma
(LIHC, n=369), Pancreatic adenocarcinoma (PAAD, n=179), Lung squamous cell carcinoma (LUSC,
n=486), Lung adenocarcinoma (LUAD, n=483), Head and Neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSC, n=519),
Cervical squamous cell carcinoma and endocervical adenocarcinoma (CESC, n=306), Bladder Urothelial
Carcinoma (BLCA, n=404), Uterine Corpus Endometrial Carcinoma (UCEC, n=174), Ovarian serous
cystadenocarcinoma (OV, n=426), Sarcoma (SARC, n=262), Breast invasive carcinoma (BRCA, n=1085),
or Kidney renal clear cell carcinoma (KIRC, n=523). Median expression value [log (TPM + 1) transformed
expression] of each gene was normalized by the maximum median expression value across all genes.
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b. Survival analysis: For overall survival (OS) estimation, tumour bulk-RNA-seq HTSeq counts, and
patient OS data were accessed for 12 different TCGA cancer-cohorts using the Kaplan-Meier Plotter’s
Pan-cancer RNA-seq workflow [13]. These included, Liver hepatocellular carcinoma (LIHC, n=371),
Pancreatic adenocarcinoma (PAAD, n=177), Lung squamous cell carcinoma (LUSC, n=501), Lung
adenocarcinoma (LUAD, n=513), Head and Neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSC, n=500), Cervical
squamous cell carcinoma and endocervical adenocarcinoma (CESC, n=304), Bladder Urothelial Carcinoma
(BLCA, n=405), Uterine Corpus Endometrial Carcinoma (UCEC, n=543), Ovarian serous
cystadenocarcinoma (OV, n=374), Sarcoma (SARC, n=259), Breast invasive carcinoma (BRCA, n=1090),
or Kidney renal clear cell carcinoma (KIRC, n=530). The survival plots were based on auto-selected best
cut-off thresholds for genetic expression (i.e., all possible cut-offs are calculated between lower/upper
quartile and best performing threshold is used), with all follow-up thresholds used, while censoring at
threshold and median computed over the entire database, with estimations for hazard ratio (HR) as well
as log-rank p-value (threshold <0.05). NFkB or IFN response signatures were computed based on mean
expression of genes. Patients belonging to all stages, genders, race, grade, and mutational burden were
included without exclusion.
11.

GEO dataset analyses: Gene expression data (Affymetrix GeneChip Human Genome U133Plus

2.0 arrays) for (bulk) ascites cells from 9 OV patients (pre and during treatment with infliximab) were
derived from a previously published resource (GSE18681) [14]. These data were processed through a
unified ShinyGEO workflow (https://gdancik.github.io/shinyGEO/) [15]. All values were log2 transformed.
12.

Analysis of cancer patient’s single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNAseq) datasets

For single-cell expression analyses we wanted to analyse two types of datasets i.e., a scRNAseq dataset
with immune cells’ single-cell profiling in both blood as well as tumours in a patient-matched fashion (with
very high-number of single-cells profiled), and a scRNAseq dataset with pan-ovarian tumour single-cell
profiling including both cancer cells as well as immune cells (with very high-number of single-cells profiled
across as many patients as possible). At the time when the data-driven framework for this study was being
constructed, only one scRNAseq dataset was available that profiled high number of single immune cells
from both blood and tumour in a patient-matched fashion i.e., GSE139555 dataset [16]. On the other
hand, for ovarian tumour, at least 4 different pan-tumour datasets were available, with scRNAseq data for
1 patient [17], 2 patients [18], 5 patients [19] and 7 patients [20]. Herein, we wanted to use the scRNAseq
dataset with highest number of patients as well as high number of single-cells profiled however, the dataset
with 7 patients profiled only 2911 single-cells, while the dataset with 5 patients profiled a very high amount
i.e., 45114 single-cells. Owing to a sufficient number of patients and high number of single-cells we decided
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to continue with the latter dataset. Single-cell expression data (log-normalized from raw expression
counts) for the following existing human patient datasets: (I) tumour-infiltrating (n=93303 cells) or bloodassociated (n=25550 cells) immune cells, consisting of myeloid cells (n=29866), CD4+T cell (n=12100), B
cell (n=9769), T cell (n=2125), effector memory CD8+T cell (n=3279), tissue-resident memory CD8+T
cell (n=8299), plasma cell (n=404), NK cell (n=3363), CD8+T cell (n=1304), tissue-resident memory
CD4+T cell (n=2344), or Treg (n=1681), from renal cell (n=3 patients) or large cell neuroendocrine
carcinoma patients (n=1 patient) (derived from GSE139555 dataset) [16], and (II) cancer cells (n=14134
cells) or tumour-infiltrating immune cells like B cells (n=964 cells), myeloid cells (n=7260 cells), endothelial
cells (n=1891 cells), fibroblasts (n=14760 cells), T/NK cells (n=6105 cells) from ovarian cancer patients
(n=5 patients) (10x scRNAseq data derived from http://blueprint.lambrechtslab.org/) [19], were accessed
as well as processed using a standardized and uniformized workflow of BioTuring’s BBrowser 2 [21]. Data
was derived for single-cells that passed the default built-in qualitative filters for minimum cells per gene,
minimum genes per cell, maximum mitochondrial fraction per cell and number of highly variable genes. Inbuild BioTuring – Cell type or original study’s labels were utilised, depending on whichever labels were
most broad [21]. The dimensionality reduction was achieved using a two-dimensional t-distributed
stochastic neighbour embedding (t-SNE) space, available within the BBrowser 2 [21]. The input parameters
for these t-SNEs were, perplexity=30 and initial_dims=30. Genetic signatures were created based on
above NFkB response or ISG response genetic signatures (by adding the total gene expression values) and
plotted onto each single-cell within above t-SNEs to create a signalling signature scRNAseq map. Data was
also represented as violin plots (i.e., overall NFkB or ISG signature expression levels per immune celltype) or correlation analyses (i.e., Spearman correlation analyses between NFkB and ISG signature
expression in the myeloid cells) as applicable. In case of the OV scRNAseq dataset, dot plot was created
for type I (IFNA1, IFNB1, IFNA2, IFNE) or type II (IFNG) IFN-cytokine genes (gene expression representation
for portion of total cells per subtype, while including zero expression values). Finally, for differential
pathway enrichment analyses the DESeq2 function in the BBrowser 2 [21] pipeline was utilized. Briefly, in
the OV scRNAseq dataset, NFkB or ISG signature’s expression distribution was plotted across all the
myeloid cells and they were stratified into NFkB signature-responseHIGH or ISG signature-responseHIGH
subgroups on the basis of median expression cut-off for both signature distributions. Differential gene
expression analyses was carried out between these two subgroups of the myeloid cells, coupled with
differential REACTOME biological pathway enrichment analyses via the DESeq2 module.
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Statistical analyses and data visualization

The statistical details of all the analyses are reported either in the figure legends, figures and/or methods
sections, including statistical analysis performed, statistical significance thresholds/values and in most cases
the counts/number of data-points. All the statistical tests used herein were always two-tailed unless
otherwise explicitly mentioned. Gene signatures were estimated by considering the average expression
of all the genes within that signature, unless otherwise mentioned.
Within the discovery cohort, multi-variate survival analysis prediction was calculated using the lifelines
module for python 3.8.6. The regression models were built using age, NFkB response, IFN response, and
tumour stage co-variates for PFS and OS. These analyses were used to estimate CoxPH coefficient and
the lower and upper 95% intervals. Survival probability curves (Kaplan Meier) were plotted for the baseline
and for a fixed value co-variate estimated curves (NFkB response and IFN response). All statistical
analyses, correlation matrices, heatmaps or graphical representations were executed using Python version
3.7.3,

ClustVis

(probabilistic

PCA

based

on

vector

row

scaling)

[22],

Morpheus

(https://software.broadinstitute.org/morpheus/), or GraphPad Prism version 8/9, as feasible or applicable.
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